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Source: The AI Revolution (Tim Urban)

https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/01/artificial-intelligence-revolution-1.html


Source: Jon Erlichman

https://twitter.com/JonErlichman/status/947573190221582336


Source: The AI Revolution (Tim Urban)

https://waitbutwhy.com/2015/01/artificial-intelligence-revolution-1.html


change velocity will be fueled by artificial intelligence

@PaulRoetzer



“AI is one of the most important things that 
humanity is working on. It’s more profound than, I 
don’t know, electricity or fire,”  
— Sundar Pichai, Google CEO 

Source: Recode /MSNBC
@PaulRoetzer

https://www.recode.net/2018/1/19/16911180/sundar-pichai-google-fire-electricity-ai


Can we automate  
content creation  
through artificial 
intelligence (AI)? 

@PaulRoetzer



Can we use machines  
to write blog posts  
at scale?

Image:	Franck	Calzada/YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hqNi2S4rlM


What is artificial intelligence?



“The science of making machines smart.”  
— Demis Hassabis, Co-Founder & CEO of DeepMind

(which in turn augments human knowledge and capabilities)

Source: Rolling Stone
@PaulRoetzer

http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/features/inside-the-artificial-intelligence-revolution-a-special-report-pt-1-20160229


Source: John Koetsier

natural 
language 
processing

natural 
language 

generation

@PaulRoetzer

https://medium.com/@johnkoetsier/2-minute-explainer-ai-vs-machine-learning-vs-deep-learning-c5150fd1721e#.uib0swvhh


an algorithm is a  
set of instructions that  
tells the machine what to do. 

@PaulRoetzer



Except with AI the machine can create its own 
algorithms, determine new paths, and 
unlock unlimited potential.



@PaulRoetzer

IF visitor registers, 

THEN then add to event email workflow. 



Are they already customer?  

How many co-workers are they bringing? 

Is there an opportunity to upsell workshops? 

Is this their first Acrolinx event? 

Do they subscribe to the blog? 

Where are they located? Would they be a prospect 
for the Berlin event?

@PaulRoetzer



“AI will help us make sense of an increasingly 
complex and information-intensive world in ways that 
wouldn't be possible with just our brains, much like 
telescopes and microscopes help us see the world in 
ways that wouldn't be possible with just human eyes,”  
— François Chollet, AI Researcher, Google 

Source: Twitter
@PaulRoetzer

https://twitter.com/fchollet/status/974178605759479809


ai is hiding in plain sight.



you use ai every day.

@PaulRoetzer



\

it determines what you find . . .

@PaulRoetzer



what you say . . .

@PaulRoetzer



what you watch . . .

@PaulRoetzer



what you read . . .



what you buy . . .



and (soon) how you get from point A to point B.



Your life is already machine-assisted,  
and your marketing will be too.



 

Launched November 2016

http://www.MarketingAIinstitute.com


$36.8 M
Source:	Crunchbase	(5-2-18)

Artificial Intelligence + Sales/Marketing

$55.3 M

$43.4 M

38 Spotlights with $854+ in Funding

$60.0 M

$174.3 M

$61.9 M

$40.0 M

$43.5 M

$61.4 M

$107.0 M

https://www.crunchbase.com/


Image:	Timothy	Neesam

Sales & Marketing Artificial Intelligence Companies*

680+ companies 
383 with funding  

$3.6B in total funding

* Source: Crunchbase

https://www.flickr.com/photos/neesam/16286584359/in/photolist-qPc17B-smdTpX-5CeBjt-qCCMeQ-F6HJq8-9dW91Q-np77ik-FgRbw7-pXyMo8-dLH2ro-9dVu1s-592wHh-pVQUcL-5ZQboq-6Figfz-327Wdr-5CUEKM-9dT1qZ-9dRUMa-4uVafa-3cGsj5-dHNv7t-qfAr5E-9dVtm9-h2jj1H-qAB4kN-fad4fe-3cGsiy-md52Ug-pnGZ3U-97wyu9-4Y3ZXh-fiwuVS-4SoSNV-fiwz8m-h2ijkU-fiho1i-h2ihu1-qcPZ7i-hgWzep-8ZpdeG-P9p6x-4gt9kR-jTwFRr-34jx6r-4w6n1H-dgjpm1-5h2GZK-dgjnLn-5M6hsU/


how do we get started?

@PaulRoetzer



The 5Ps of marketing AI



Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

@PaulRoetzer



Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

Predicting consumer behaviors, 
defining strategies, prioritizing 
activities and determining how 

to allocate marketing resources.

@PaulRoetzer



Analyze existing content.



Capture competitive intelligence.



source: HubSpot

Choose keywords and topic clusters.

https://www.hubspot.com/artificial-intelligence


Prescribe strategies and tactics.



Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

Creating, curating and 
optimizing content, including 

blog posts, emails, landing 
pages, video and 
advertisements.

@PaulRoetzer



source: Acrolinx

Acrolinx

Analyze text for grammar, sentiment, tone and style.

https://www.acrolinx.com/


source: Automated Insights

Create data-driven content.

https://automatedinsights.com/wordsmith


Curate content.

source: Scoop.It

http://www.scoop.it/content-curation-and-creation/


Tag images and video.

source: Clarifai

https://www.clarifai.com/


Write email subject lines.

source: Phrasee

https://phrasee.co


Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

Personalizing consumer 
experiences through intelligently 

automated emails, content and 
product recommendations, AR/

VR, and web experiences.

@PaulRoetzer



source: Drift

Engage users in conversation.

https://www.drift.com/


@PaulRoetzer Source:	Seventh	Sense

Optimize email send time.

https://www.theseventhsense.com/


Present individualized experiences.

source: Salesforce

https://www.salesforce.com/products/einstein/features/


source: Uberflip

Recommend highly targeted content.

https://www.uberflip.com/ai/


Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

Managing cross-channel and 
cross-device promotions to drive 

engagement and actions, 
including audience targeting, 
social  publishing and digital 

paid media management.



Adjust digital ad spend in real-time.

source: Albert

https://albert.ai/


source: Sentient

Assess creative with A/B testing.

https://www.sentient.ai/ascend/


Manage online business listings.

source: Yext

https://www.yext.com/


 Optimize cross-channel campaigns.

source: OneSpot

https://www.onespot.com/


Publish social shares.

source: Cortex

http://www.meetcortex.com/


Planning

Personalization

Promotion

Production

Performance

the 5 Ps of ai

Turning data into intelligence 
through automated narratives  

and insights, and using that 
intelligence to optimize 

performance.



Create performance report narratives.

source: PaveAI

https://www.paveai.com/


Discover insights into top content and campaigns.

source: GrowthBot

https://growthbot.org/


source: Google

Query analytics with voice or text searches.

“What is the trend of session 
duration in NYC last month?”

“Which referral sources bring 
in the most users?”

“What share of my traffic was 
from mobile yesterday?”

https://analytics.googleblog.com/2017/07/ask-question-get-answer-in-google.html


3 steps to get started



#1 

Evaluate repetitive, manual marketing tasks that could 
be intelligently automated.



#2 

Assess opportunities to get more out of your data—
discover insights, predict outcomes, devise strategies, 
personalize content and tell stories at scale. 



#3 

Consider the AI capabilities of your existing marketing 
technology, and explore the potential of emerging AI 
solutions.



What’s next?



Will machines replace marketers?

@PaulRoetzer



ai will largely enhance your knowledge and capabilities.
(in the near term)

@PaulRoetzer



ai can be your competitive advantage.

@PaulRoetzer



start with a single use case.

@PaulRoetzer
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